CH Involo Off The Wall (D)
By GCH CH Involo The King Of Pop x CH Involo Mostra Tappo
Breeder: Donna G Garofalo & Michael S Garofalo & Gia G Garofalo
Owner: Sally Hill & Michael S Garofalo & Gia G Garofalo & Donna G Garofalo

CH Involo Talk Is Cheap (D)
By CH Involo Come See About Me x CH Denzel Expensive Taste
Breeder/Owner: Michael Garofalo & Gia G Garofalo & Donna Garofalo

CH Josandre’ Day Dreamer (B)
By GCH CH Josandre’ Storm’s A Brewing x CH Josandre’ The Dreamaker
Breeder: Mary Jo Loe
Owner: Aleigh Jaworski & Tegan Jaworski

CH Kalista’s Classic 356 Porsche (B)
By CH Kalista’s Super Trouper x Pipistrelle Spirit Of Lodi
Breeder/Owner: Karen Crete

CH Loteki Creme Brulee (B)
By CH Rorralore Quillian x Loteki Ima Petit Four
Breeder: Lou Ann King
Owner: Charlotte Clem McGowan

CH Loteki Natural Ability (B)
By CH Loteki For The Good Of The Team x CH Loteki The Natural Touch
Breeder/Owner: Lou Ann King

CH Maribeso Castel Rant And Roar (D)
By Pettichien’s Moonshine x Castel’s Coco Chanel
Breeder: Shana J Snow & Carla M Fraught
Owner: Lucretia Hedberg

CH Marichin People’s Princess (B)
By GCH CH Nouveau Less Is More x GCH CH Powdermill Look Of An Angel
Breeder/Owner: Marichin Uriarte

CH Marquis Avant-Garde (B)
By CH Liberty’s Walk This Way x CH Marquis On The Cat Walk
Breeder/Owner: Paula Ray & Kevin M Ray

CH Marquis Court’s Sterling Trinket (D)
By CH Diamondsuns Xeko At Marquis Ct x Tila’s Mathilda At Marquis Courts
Breeder: Carolyn Hembree
Owner: Christine Maria Ermold

CH Mohairs Coral Bay Connection (D)
By Siljans Porshe Connection x Siljans Star Quality Connection
Breeder: Arja Ainola
Owner: Carol Anne Giles

CH Nightfire’s Quest For Gotcha (D)
By Gatchaman Of Royale Blanche x Miss Butterfly’s Gloria Estefan
Breeder: Yvonne Weber
Owner: Catherine Donaldson

CH Patuxent’s Gold Mine Of Dogwood NA NAJ NF (D)
By CH MACH Fairytale Gold Dust MXS MJG XF T2B x Patuxent’s Save The Last Dance
Breeder: Betty McNulty
Owner: Theres Fleming

CH Pettichien’s Pussy Galore (B)
By Powdermill Touch Of Fortune x Petitchien's Tri'Lemma Latte
Breeder: D A Burns
Owner: Marichin C Uriarte & Sally S Hill

CH Starquest's The Great Gatsby (D)
By GCH CH Starquest's The Big Bang x CH Starquest's Crossing Jordan Bw
Breeder: Lisa Fox-Mann & Susan L Edwards
Owner: Lisa Fox-Mann

CH Windlake My Heart Will Go On (D)
By GCH CH Windlake Party On x Afia's A New Day Has Come
Breeder: Salwa S Alfadl & Karen Mountain
Owner: Ms. Jacquelyn C Cantwell & Dr. Vernon W Cantwell M.D.

CH Wingsong Valentine (B)
By CH Wingssong Someday I'll Fly AXJ x CH Wingssong Wild At Heart
Breeder/Owner: Pat Jones & Chris Jones

GRAND CHAMPION
GCH CH Adiva Marichin Moonlight Dream (B)
By CH Nouveau Spot On x CH Adiva Even More Charming
Breeder: Rose McQuilkin
Owner: Marichin Uriarte

GCH CH Copella Creating Chaos (D)
By GCH CH Salatino Entre L'Amour Et Le Devoir x CH Copella's Whisper In My Ear THDA CGC
Breeder/Owner: Paula Cox

GCH CH Draco Bordeaux Mother Of Dragons (B)
By GCH CH Zelicaon Butch Cassidy At Draco x CH Draco Ears Too Scoop
Breeder: Anita Wright
Owner: Deborah A Bordeaux

GCH CH Gold Crown's The Lion King (D)
By Deanna's Champagne Super Nova x Deanna's Promise To Keep
Breeder: Deanna Clark
Owner: Jane Snyder & Jerrilin Naylor

GCH CH Koh Tang's 21st Special Ops Squad Dust Devil Dan (D)
By GCH CH Fluttersby Special Agent x Koh Tang's Dixie Cricket Apricot
Breeder: Beverly Bar's She's The Real Thing
Owner: Robert A Ford

UTILITY DOG EXCELLENT
GCH CH Denzel The Devil Made Me Do It UDX (D)
By CH Denzel Hall To The Chief x CH Denzel Devil-May-Care CGCA
Breeder: Tracey Burdick
Owner: Eugene I Morris & Ann C Arnold

UTILITY DOG EXCELLENT 2
OTCH Elizares' Mahalo UDX2 OM3 BN GN RAE (D)
By CH Elizares' Keliilo CD RE x CH Elizares' Wahine II CGC
Breeder: Donna Elizares & Lesa Elizares-Rose
Owner: Donna Elizares & Elaine S Zech

UTILITY DOG EXCELLENT 8
CH OTCH The Pines Gabriella Of Coquina UDX8 OGM GO RN (B)
By CH Coquina's Somethin In The Air CD RN CGC x CH The Pines Cameo Rose
Breeder: Lois L Horan-Albritton
Owner: Hillary Hunter

OBEEDIENCE MASTER 3
OTCH Elizares' Mahalo UDX2 OM3 BN GN RAE (D)
By CH Elizares' Keliilo CD RE x CH Elizares' Wahine II CGC
Breeder: Donna Elizares & Lesa Elizares-Rose
Owner: Donna Elizares & Elaine S Zech

BEGINNER NOVICE
MACH Tollegend Spirit Of Fortune BN MXB MJS (D)
By Tollegend Right On Target x Newtopaz Stitches At Tollegend
Breeder: Shannen Jorgensen
Owner: Betty Husson

GRADUATE NOVICE
Domino's Nod And A Wink CD BN GN RE NA NAJ (B)
By CH Joco's Moonlight Cruise x Domino's Midnight Sanity
Breeder: Leona G Domino
Owner: Carol Madson

PRE-COMPANION DOG EXCELLENT
Wildfire' When Hell' Freezes Over BN PCD PCDX (B)
By CH Wildfire Game On x CH L'Ete Wildfire High Society
Breeder: Angela S Pickett & Cheslie Pickett
Owner: Sharon S Jordan

VERSATILITY
Magnolise Classy Cruiser UD VER RE (D)
By CH Golden Leaf's Vision x Magnolise' Tiana
Breeder: Ruxandra Levado
Owner: Patricia Brackman

RALLY NOVICE
Jessarae's Secrets To Keep RN (D)
By CH Marquis On The Run x GCH CH Jessarae's Nyc Style AX AXJ
Breeder/Owner: Jessica Isenbarger & Paula Ray

Kalisse-Silhouette Ringside Gossip RN CGCA (D)
By CH Caratoot's Classy Centerfold x Kalisse Naughty But Nice
Breeder: Heath Reeves & Elaine Daws
Owner: Heather Olson

Magnolise Touch Of Magic RN (D)
By CH Magnolise' Exhilarating Juno x Magnolise Melody
Breeder: Ruxandra Levado
Owner: Patricia Brackman

GCH CH Micfriends Trujoy Eye Candy RN CGC (D)
By GCH CH Micdic's Olympic Gold CD RN x Micfriends Hellow Wheels
Breeder: Melinda Henderson & Michelle Navarre & Karen Baird
Owner: Danni Peterson & Michelle Navarre & Karen Baird

Pic N Ezee's What's Up Doc BN RN (D)
By CH Pilot Caprices Chuck Yeager x CH Ezee's White Diamonds CD BN GN RN
Breeder/Owner: Kathryn S McHugh & Elaine S Zech

Riesa's Unforgettable RN (B)
By Exclusive Image Forussi x Riesa's Queue Missy Moo
Breeder/Owner: Darlene Kelly & Doug Kelly

RALLY ADVANCED
CH Akai's Tipping Point CDX RA OA OAJ (D)
By Akai's Don'T Think I'M Not x Akai's Prima Donna
Breeder: Marion Ford
Owner: Sally Poole

CH Wingssong Get Smart BN RA RATN CGCA CGCU (D)
By CH Wingssong Smarty Jones x CH Wingssong Wild At Heart
Breeder: Pat Jones & Chris Jones

Canisphere Lestweforget CD RA (D)
By CH Kenmar Ii Run For The Roses x Sunshoo Imahot Chocolate Gleniren
Breeder: Karen Shiels
Owner: Rollande Larsen & Darlene Kelly

Magnolise Touch Of Magic RA (D)
By CH Magnolise' Exhilarating Juno x Magnolise Melody
Breeder: Ruxandra Levado
Owner: Patricia Brackman

CH Akai's tipping Point CDX RA OA OAJ (D)
By Akai's Don'T Think I'M Not x Akai's Prima Donna
Breeder: Marion Ford
Owner: Sally Poole

Canisphere Lestweforget CD RA (D)
By CH Kenmar Ii Run For The Roses x Sunshoo Imahot Chocolate Gleniren
Breeder: Karen Shiels
Owner: Rollande Larsen & Darlene Kelly

Magnolise Touch Of Magic RA (D)
By CH Magnolise' Exhilarating Juno x Magnolise Melody
Breeder: Ruxandra Levado
Owner: Patricia Brackman

CH Wingssong Get Smart BN RA RATN CGCA CGCU (D)
By CH Wingssong Smarty Jones x CH Wingssong Wild At Heart
Breeder: Pat Jones & Chris Jones

RALLY ADVANCED
CH Akai's Tipping Point CDX RA OA OAJ (D)
By Akai's Don'T Think I'M Not x Akai's Prima Donna
Breeder: Marion Ford
Owner: Sally Poole

CH Wingssong Get Smart BN RA RATN CGCA CGCU (D)
By CH Wingssong Smarty Jones x CH Wingssong Wild At Heart
Breeder: Pat Jones & Chris Jones

Canisphere Lestweforget CD RA (D)
By CH Kenmar Ii Run For The Roses x Sunshoo Imahot Chocolate Gleniren
Breeder: Karen Shiels
Owner: Rollande Larsen & Darlene Kelly

Magnolise Touch Of Magic RA (D)
By CH Magnolise' Exhilarating Juno x Magnolise Melody
Breeder: Ruxandra Levado
Owner: Patricia Brackman

CH Wingssong Get Smart BN RA RATN CGCA CGCU (D)
By CH Wingssong Smarty Jones x CH Wingssong Wild At Heart
Breeder: Pat Jones & Chris Jones

RALLY EXCELLENT
Kona's Wolf Cry RE (D)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Britney Mazzer

Loteki High Flyer RE NA NAJ AXP AJP (D)
By CH Loteki The Winds Of Fortune x CH Loteki Her Royal Highness
Breeder: Lou Ann King
Owner: Amy Nesselrodt D.V.M.

NOVICE AGILITY
Aerilee’s Sparkling Treasure NA NAJ (B)
By CH Manquis Royal Treasure x CH MACH Aerilee's Sparkling Jem MXB MJB T2B
Breeder: Julie Rodriguez
Owner: Mrs. Julie Kay Rodrigez

Liberty’s Blaze Of Glory NA (D)
By CH Liberty's Electric Personality x CH Liberty's Beauty In The Night
Breeder: V Chris Jackson
Owner: Ms. Judy C. Rockey

OPEN AGILITY
Denzel Allistar The Hooligan OA OAJ OF (D)
By CH Denzel Tomfoley x GCH CH Denzel High Maintenance
Breeder: Beth Gray & Tracy Burdick
Owner: Maureen Burke

AGILITY EXCELLENT
Jad'Spice's Thyme To Fly AX AXJ NF CGC (D)
By MACH Spice's Jet Around Thyme CD BN RE MXB MJS OAP OJP T2B CGCA x Jad's Pretty Miss Molly
Breeder: Jo-Anne Dorman
Owner: Felicia Canada M.D. & Lisa Scalf

Jordannas Count Me In Jade AX AXJ OF (B)
By Farleys D Great Alex-Zander x Jordannas Belle Of The Ball
Breeder: Evelyn Beihartt
Owner: Karen Coutu & Evelyn Beihartt

Pasun’s U Neeq Spitfire CDX AX OAJ NF CAA (D)
By CH Domino’s Moonlight Escapade RN OAJ x GCH CH His Latest Flame
Breeder: Donna Bradley
Owner: Cookie Nee & Donna Bradley

Sapphiresky Collection’s Complete MX AXJ NF (D)
By Caratoot’s Complete Checkmate x True And Trusty Love Is All Around
Breeder: Stephanie Burchard
Owner: Heather Ciribassi & Chris St Mary

Master Agility Excellent
GCH CH Chinak Life In The Fast Layne MX MXJ MBF T2B (D)
By CH La Ren Chase The Moon x La Ren Chinak Night Winds
Breeder: Lucretia Hedberg
Owner: Donna Chester

Sapphiresky Collection’s Complete MX AXJ NF (D)
By Caratoot’s Complete Checkmate x True And Trusty Love Is All Around
Breeder: Stephanie Burchard
Owner: Heather Ciribassi & Chris St Mary

Harmony’s Critical Mass RN MX MXJ RATN (D)
By Serenglade Dynamic Harmony x Harmony’s Rhythm Of The Rain
Breeder: Karen M Turner
Owner: Lisa M Frankland

 туальные золотые кольца на палец ремесло своими руками

Denzel Allistar The Hooligan OA OAJ OF (D)
By CH Denzel Tomfoley x GCH CH Denzel High Maintenance
Breeder: Beth Gray & Tracy Burdick
Owner: Maureen Burke

AGILITY EXCELLENT
Jad'Spice's Thyme To Fly AX AXJ NF CGC (D)
By MACH Spice's Jet Around Thyme CD BN RE MXB MJS OAP OJP T2B CGCA x Jad's Pretty Miss Molly
Breeder: Jo-Anne Dorman
Owner: Felicia Canada M.D. & Lisa Scalf

Jordannas Count Me In Jade AX AXJ OF (B)
By Farleys D Great Alex-Zander x Jordannas Belle Of The Ball
Breeder: Evelyn Beihartt
Owner: Karen Coutu & Evelyn Beihartt

Pasun’s U Neeq Spitfire CDX AX OAJ NF CAA (D)
By CH Domino’s Moonlight Escapade RN OAJ x GCH CH His Latest Flame
Breeder: Donna Bradley
Owner: Cookie Nee & Donna Bradley

Sapphiresky Collection’s Complete MX AXJ NF (D)
By Caratoot’s Complete Checkmate x True And Trusty Love Is All Around
Breeder: Stephanie Burchard
Owner: Heather Ciribassi & Chris St Mary

Master Agility Excellent
GCH CH Chinak Life In The Fast Layne MX MXJ MBF T2B (D)
By CH La Ren Chase The Moon x La Ren Chinak Night Winds
Breeder: Lucretia Hedberg
Owner: Donna Chester

Harmony’s Critical Mass RN MX MXJ RATN (D)
By Serenglade Dynamic Harmony x Harmony’s Rhythm Of The Rain
Breeder: Karen M Turner
Owner: Lisa M Frankland

Sapphiresky Collection’s Complete MX AXJ NF (D)
By Caratoot’s Complete Checkmate x True And Trusty Love Is All Around
Breeder: Stephanie Burchard
Owner: Heather Ciribassi & Chris St Mary

Master Bronze Agility
Ms. Belle-Dame Chloe MX MXB MXJ MBF MXF T2B2 (B)
By Flint’s Love N Comfort x Am’s Shasta
Breeder: Melissa Estey
Owner: Kenneth Matson

Prince Izzy Of Midfield MX MXB MXJ MJB (D)
By Wild Havens Sparks Flyin x Roberta’s Sugar And Spice
Breeder: Roberta Lewis
Owner: Suzanne Forshey

Sonata’s Glitter In The Air MX MXB MXJ MJB OF (B)
By MACH2 Victoria Park Jp Santa Claus MXG MJS x Hundebruden’s Quna My Obsession
Breeder: Mary Scesny
Owner: Lori Daigle

Starfleet Heart’s Bold Voyage BN MX MXB MXJ NAP NF (D)
By Zaukonig Von Den Kolibriss x Starfleet Peacefull Dreamer
Breeder: Danika Franklin & Kathy Taylor
Owner: Carole Lynn Evans

Wildfire All Decked Out CD BN RN MX MXB MXJ MJB XF
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T2B (D)
By CH Krystal Machiavelli x CH Wildfire Georgia Rules
Breeder: Angela S Pickett & Cheslie Pickett
Owner: Shirley Murphy

MASTER SILVER AGILITY
MACH Georgia’s Jumpin’ Jack Flash MXS MJS OF T2B (D)
By Denny’s Cadeau Walk’N On Water x Butterfly World’s Tricky Girl
Breeder: Jennifer Fiorentino
Owner: S teffan Moody

MACH Nanken Bringing On The Blitz MXS MJS OF T2B2 (D)
By Nanken Secret Mighty Mouse x Nanken Queen Of Diamonds
Breeder: Nana Ridgeway
Owner: Melinda Sanford

MACH Nanken Buddy Boy CD MXS MJC NAP NJP (D)
By Nanken Hold’Em Or Fold’Em x Nanken Down Right Adorable
Breeder: Nana Ridgeway
Owner: Sharon A Rooks

MASTER GOLD AGILITY
MACH2 Tollegend Winning Streak CDX RA MXG MJC OF T2B2 (D)
By Tollegend Right On Target x Newtopaz Stitches At Tollegend
Breeder: Shannen Jorgensen
Owner: Kathy Hightshoe

MASTER CENTURY AGILITY
MACH3 Stunz The Competition UD MXC MJB2 OF (D)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Bradley Detampel & Kay Detampel

MASTER BRONZE AGILITY
MACH Little Prince Magic RA MXB2 MJC AXP AJP OF (D)
By CH Pixiedust Radical Change CDX RN AX AXJ x Pixiedust 21 Gun Salute
Breeder: David Bixler
Owner: Cheryl Innell

MACH5 Painted Sun’s Sonoran Sable Mika Mae MXB2 MBJ2 T2B2 (B)
By Lake Country's Painted Sun x Joyfully Pampered
Breeder: Elizabeth Lee Dales
Owner: Ms. Brenda B Kautz

MASTER CENTURY AGILITY 2
MACH7 Forever Ears Your Chance CD GN RAE MXC2 MJS3 NAP NJP MXF MFB T2B5 (D)
By CH Forever Ears Your Sign x Forever Celestial Dragon
Breeder: Danny R Ford II & Ruth Ann Ford
Owner: Nancy R Grant & Patricia A Sherman

MASTER BRONZE AGILITY 4
PNAC CH MACH12 PACH StarStruck Chase The Moon RA MXB4 MJPB PAX MXF TQX (D)
By CH En-La’s Bravissimo x CH MACH5 Blicci’s Sandra Dee MXC MBJ2 OF
Breeder/Owner: Andrea Samuels

PREFERRED
Coastwind's Moonstruck CD AX AXJ MXP MJP (B)
By CH Angella Del Jasper x Coastwind's Morning Mist
Breeder: Dianna Hillyer

MACH6 Pinnacle’s Great Scott MXS2 MJP2 MJP OF (D)
By CH Caratoot’s Charlemagne’s Crown CD RA NA NJP x CH Pinnacle’s Georgie Girl
Breeder: Patricia Butler
Owner: Jo Ann McCoy & Dennis McCoy

MACH Spice’s Thyme To Fly RN MXB MJS MJP2 MJP2 XF T2B2 (B)
By Glenmary-Ste-Lin’s Wm Leo x Kendra’s Hot Tamale CD BN RE AX MXJ NAP NJP NF
Breeder: Linda Mills
Owner: Linda S Walters

MACH Spinillons Ammer Dora MXB MJB MP (B)
By Powdermill Midas Touch Spinillons x Spinillons Abby
Breeder: Jo Davidson-Poston
Owner: Beth Rogers & Mort Cohen

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT
PREFERRED 2
MACH3 Naughty Nellie Nippin’ Nectar UD RAE MXG MJC MXP2 MJP TQX THD (B)
By Kenmar II U.S. Special Forces x Troupe De La Rose/ivy/bows
Breeder: Chris Roering & Rodger Roering
Owner: Gail Gardner & Jane Schrier

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT
PREFERRED 4
GCH CH MACH25 PACH Pinpaps Little Bit Of Bling MBX7 MJC7 MXP4 MJPB PAX FTC2 MFG3 TXQ (D)
By CH Tonnerre's Butterfly Fantasy x CH Pinpap's Pride N Joy Of Titian
Breeder: Claudia Clark & Larry Clark
Owner: Robin Cohen & Robin Kletke

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT
PREFERRED 7
PACH Tigger MX AXJ MXP7 MXPS MJP6 MJPX PAX2 (D)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Jane Patalon

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT
PREFERRED 9
PNAC PACH3 Kaylin Special Edition AX AXJ MXP9 MXPB MJPS MJP3 MJPB PAX3 (D)
By CH Lalynns Ringland Solo x Wedgwood Aphrodite
Breeder: Linda Kay Rogers
Owner: Dennis McCoy

NOVICE AGILITY JUMPER
Aerilee's Sparkling Treasure NAJ (D)
By CH Marquis Royal Treasure x CH MACH Aerilee’s Sparkling Jem MXB MJB T2B
Breeder: Julie Rodriguez
Owner: Mrs. Julie Kay Rodriguez

Cadgets-Waytogo Aries On Fire NAJ (D)
By CH Namaste Napoleon Dynamite x CH Zelicaon Flaming Star To Cadgets
Breeder: Gayle Key
Owner: Cynthia Foley

Denzel When Irish Eyes Are Smiling NAJ (D)
By CH Denzel Can’T Be Imitated x CH Denzel Pleading To The Eye
Breeder/Owner: Tracy Burdick

Kuma Jr. NA NAJ (D)
By GCH CH Involo The King Of Pop x CH Involo Waiting For Tonight
Breeder: Donna G Garofalo & Michael S Garofalo & Gia G Garofalo
Owner: Shoko Kato

Silhouette Drop It Like It’s Hot!!! NAJ (D)
By Davinci's This Is Why I'M Hot!!! BN RA x Kalisse Naughty But Nice
Breeder: Heather Olson
Owner: George Sanders & Karen Aronoff

GCH CH Topflite Arkeno High Performance NAJ (B)
By CH Arkeno's Three Ring Circus x CH Arkeno's High Velocity
Breeder: Sandra L Schumacher & Murray J Berg & Kim A Mckay
Owner: Erin Moore & Sandra L Schumacher

OPEN AGILITY JUMPER
Xtras Try And Keep Up OA OAJ (D)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Karen Mellert

EXCELLENT AGILITY JUMPER
Absolute N Caprice Angel Gabriel BN RN OA AXJ CGC (D)
By Absolute Caprice Tt's Great Spirit x GCH CH Caprice's X-Tra Special Design
Breeder: Phyllis J Fleming
Owner: Rosemarie Leroy

Canispheres Starstorm Red Hott OA AXJ (B)
By CH Kenmar Ii Run For The Roses x Sunshoo Inmahot Chocolate Gleniren
Breeder: Karen Shielis
Owner: Jennifer Graves & Borys Jurymowycz & FM MacDonald & C Ringstrom

Chiodo’s Mistletoe Wander No More AX AXJ (B)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Kristy Loman Chiodo

Rainbowland's Chain Reaction OA AXJ (D)
By Elray’s Midnight Butterfly Star x Rainbowland's Paris France
Breeder: Jennifer Yates & Jordanna Yates
Owner: Danielle M Anderson & Ryan Lee Nestrud

Springhill Raz-Ma-Taz RA OA AXJ CGC (D)
By CH Springhill Keeper O’ The Star CD RN OA OAJ x Springhill To The Moon Alice
Breeder: Shareen Boyers & Deallton Boyers
Owner: Patricia Boyer & Eric Boyer

Little Bolt O’ Lightening RN AX AXJ OAP AJP OF OFP (D)
By Sandel's Shiloh x Clearbrook Sierra Mist
Breeder: Georgia Debruijn
Owner: Heidi Iverson & Thora E Iverson

Wildfire Jet Propelled Jimmy Stewart NA NAJ AXP AJP (D)
By CH Wildfire Game On x CH Zelicaon Juliana
Breeder: Angela S Pickett & Cheslie Pickett
Owner: Linda Martens & Darnell Martens

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER
Kyterals Yakety Zack Don’T Talk Back CD BN RE MX MXJ THD (D)
By CH Crown's Piano Man x Kyterals Joie De Vivre
Breeder: Terri Mount
Owner: Kathy Schallert & William Schallert

MASTER BRONZE JUMPER
GCH CH Chinak Life In The Fast Layne AX MXJ MJB NF T2B (D)
By CH La Ren Chase The Moon x La Ren Chinak Night Winds
Breeder: Lucretia Hedberg
Owner: Donna Chester

Draco A Little Birdie Told Me, "Nevermore" MX MXJ MJB (B)
By GCH CH Zelicaon Honey Bear Amanti x CH Draco Ears Too Scoop
Breeder: Anita Wright
Owner: Nancy Andrysiak

Marrics Standing Ovation Ph MX MXJ MJB (B)
By CH Marrics In A Pinch Ph x Marrics Fascination Ph
Breeder: Marcy Wyrens
Owner: Nancy E Crichton

Micfriends Yes I Can CDX BN RN MX MXJ MJB NF T2B (D)
By GCH CH Micdic's Olympic Gold CD RN x CH Myfriend Red Rosa
Breeder: Steve Baird & Michelle Navarre & Richard Navarre & Karen Baird
Owner: Mary E Crichton

Pasun’s America Stands For Freedom MX MXJ MJB (B)
By CH Domino's Moonlight Escapade RN OAJ x GCH CH His Latest Flame
Breeder: Donna Bradley
Owner: Jesse Westover

Sonata's Glitter In The Air MX MXB MXJ MJB OF (B)
By MACH2 Victoria Park Jp Santa Claus MXG MJS x Hundeboedten’s Qua My Obsession
Breeder: Mary Scesny
Owner: Lori Daigle

MACH Wildcard Puzzle The Perfect Fit VCD2 UD RE MXS MJS XF (B)

EXCELLENT AGILITY JUMPER PREFERRED

MACH Patuxent's Fletcher Hits The Mark CD MXB MJS MXF T2B (D)
By CH Patuxent's Got My Wings x Patuxent's Formal Attire
Breeder: Letty McNulty
Owner: Ann Truffa

MACH Patuxent’s Fletcher Hits The Mark CD MXB MJS MXF T2B (D)
By CH Patuxent's Got My Wings x Patuxent's Formal Attire
Breeder: Letty McNulty
Owner: Ann Truffa
By CH MACH Majestic Joy Pay The Piper UD RAE MXS MJS x Majestic Joy Annie's Song
Breeder: Stacy Newton & Rita L Koy
Owner: Paula Eytalis

**MASTER CENTURY JUMPER**

MACH3 Brevette Color Me Coco MXG MJC T2B CA CGCA (B)
By GCH CH Brevette Boy On The Town x CH Brevette Nom De Guerre
Breeder: Jo Anne Ybaben
Owner: Christine Burton & Jo Anne Ybaben

CH MACH3 Chinak Starstruck Bolt Of Magic MXG MJC OF T2B4 (D)
By PNAC CH MACH12 PACH StarStruck Chase The Moon RA MXB4 MJPB MJPB PAX M XF x Steneko's Walls Of Jericho
Breeder: Lucretia Hedberg & Andrea Samuels
Owner: Michael Chester & Donna Chester

CH MACH2 Kendra's Stille The One MXG MJC OF T2B (D)
By MACH5 PACH Kendra's Stille Fly'N High CDX MXG2 MJG2 MXP3 MBP PAX FX x Kendra Kismet's Special Angel
Breeder: Susan Kendra
Owner: Rita Stille

CH MACH3 New Horizon King Of Cool MXC MJC XF (D)
By Candella Hotlanta Harry x CH New Horizon Dance Crazy
Breeder: Robert Pili & Renee Pili
Owner: Arlene Collins & Renee Pili

MACH2 Startyme's Serendipity MXG MJC OF T2B2 (D)
By Draco's The Outlaw's Son At Startyme x Startyme's Wild Thang
Breeder: Jane Satterwhite
Owner: Eileen Ewins

MACH2 Tollegend Winning Streak CDX RA MXG MJC OF T2B2 (D)
By Tollegend Right On Target x Newtopaz Stitches At Tollegend
Breeder: Shannen Jorgensen
Owner: Kathy Hightshoe

**MASTER BRONZE JUMPER 2**

MACH2 Candella Saturday Night Fever MXG MJB2 NF CA CGC (D)
By Ringlands Golden Image x CH Candella Zigzag Zoe NA NAJ
Breeder: Carol Ochs
Owner: Karen Wlodarski

MACH5 Painted Sun's Sonoran Sable Mika Mae MXB2 MBP T2B2 (B)
By Lake Country's Painted Sun x Joyfully Pampered
Breeder: Elizabeth Lee Dales
Owner: Ms. Brenda B Kautz

**MASTER SILVER JUMPER 2**

MACH5 New Horizon On The Cutting Edge MXC MJS2 (D)
By CH New Horizon Dancin' Machine x CH New Horizon Dance Crazy
Breeder: Robert Pili & Renee Pili
Owner: Deborah Hunt & Alissa Hunt & Renee Pili

MACH2 Primavera Chanceux Fine & Dandy RE MXC MJS2 XF (D)
By GCH CH Primavera's Samwise Gamgee x Primaverachanceux Rosie Cotton
Breeder: Maxine J Gurin & Joanne Paulino
Owner: Janet Bray

**MASTER GOLD JUMPER 3**

MACH8 Linjo Mariposita Isabel MXC2 MJG3 XF T2B (B)
By CH MACH PACH Anamar Lasting Impact CDX RA MXG MJG2 MBP PAX2 x MACH Anamar Kiss Me Kate RA MXB MJ5
Breeder: Linda Repphun & Anna Topczewski & Colleen J Kedot
Owner: Linda Repphun

MACH8 Nanken Beckin' To Be A Diamond MXC2 MJG3 MXF T2B (B)
By CH Nanken Diamond Jim CD x Nanken Your Beck-N-Call
Breeder: Nana Ridgeway
Owner: Deborah Scheel

**MASTER CENTURY JUMPER 3**

MACH10 Paragon's Lone Star Runner MXG3 MJC3 FTC1 MFS2 TQX T2B9 (D)
By MACH Livewire Espiritu Primo MXB MJF TQX x Paragon's Naughty Dream NA NAJ OAP OJP NF
Breeder: Erich J Simon & Wanda Simon
Owner: Carole Cribbs

**MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER PREFERRED**

MACH6 Loteki Incognito At Adastra MXG2 MJC2 MJP OF T2B (D)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Ann Jackson

**MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER PREFERRED 2**

Coastwind's Moonstruck CD AX AJX MXP MJP2 (B)
By CH Angella Del Jasper x Coastwind's Morning Mist
Breeder: Nancy R Grant & Patricia A Sherman
Owner: Dianna Hillyer

**MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER PREFERRED 3**

MACH2 PACH Forevr-Alfa Black Eyed Susan MXS MJS MXP3 MBP MP3 MBP PAX (B)
By CH Stijans Tri Connection x CH Forevr Party On Top
Breeder: Danny R Ford II & Ruth Ann Ford
Owner: Chelsea Davang

By MACH CH MACH MACH PACH Kendra's Stille Fly'N High CDX MXG2 MJG2 MXP PAX XF (D)
By Kendra's Star Maker AX AJX MXP2 MJP x Kendra's Blue Sky
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CD
BREEDER: SUSAN KENDRA
OWNER: RITA STILLE & RICK CONTONI

AGILITY FAST NOVICE
Jad'Spice's Thyme To Fly AX AXJ NF CGC (D)
BY MACH Spice's Jet Around Thyme CD BN RE MXB MJS OAP
OJP T2B CGCA x Jad's Pretty Miss Molly
BREEDER: JO-ANNE DORMAN
OWNER: FELICIA CANADA M.D. & LISA SCALF

Rocyns Qiper Southerland OA AXJ NF (D)
BY CH Shoshana Coat Of Many Colors x CH Rocyn's Southern Belle
BREEDER: CYNTHIA SPRINGER
OWNER: DANA ELMORE

Titan's Miss B' Haven Raven NA OAJ NF (B)
BY Sandel's Hermes Message x Monarch's Princess Penelope
BREEDER: DR. MAURA C BUCKNER D.V.M.
OWNER: LIZ BINGHAM

AGILITY FAST OPEN
Denzel Allistar The Hooligan NA OAJ OF (D)
BY CH Denzel Tomfoolery x GCH CH Denzel High Maintenance
BREEDER: BETH GRAY & TRACY BURDICK
OWNER: MAUREEN BURKE

Sugarsands Knight In White Satin OA AXJ OF (D)
BY Utopian-Bob-Du-Perry-Des Lutins Du Clos Des Budde x Trinkel Farfalla From Starfire
BREEDER: KERSTEN DRENNAN & CINDY MEAD
OWNER: MRS. ELLEN KURLAND

AGILITY FAST EXCELLENT
MACH Cincere's Little Tyke MXB MJG XF T2B2 (D)
BY Cincere's Lucky Charm x Cincere's Full Moon Cynthia
BREEDER: CINDY & ANGELRYNNER
OWNER: KRIS BATE & DAVE BATE

MACH Little Miss C MXB MJF XF T2B2 (B)
BY Jack Jack Attack x Classical Jazz
BREEDER: JEANNE MICHAEL
OWNER: LIZ BINGHAM

MACH2 The Sky Is The Limit Elmore MXC MBJ2 XF T2B2 (D)
BY Unknown x Unknown
BREEDER: Unknown
OWNER: DANA ELMORE & PHIL ELMORE

TRIPLE Q EXCELLENT
MACH Marlton's Swa Choco Latte MXB MJS MXF MFB TQX T2B (B)
BY Marlton's Bia Hans Solo x Marlton's Yra Mon Petit Coeur
BREEDER: LONDA DOWLING
OWNER: PAT WALTERS & LONDA DOWLING

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION
MACH Ashanti "Ash" Of Patuxent MXB MJF XF (B)
BY Tuinluv's Drive-N-To Win x Patuxent's Que Sera Sera NA NAI
BREEDER: LETTY McNULTY
OWNER: MARCELLA YOLANDA CISNEROS & STEPHANIE CISNEROS

MACH Little Miss Tootikus MXB MBJ NF (B)
BY Unknown x Unknown
BREEDER: Unknown
OWNER: LORI ASHE

MACH Patuxent's Fletcher Hits The Mark CD MXB MJS MXF T2B2 (D)
BY CH Patuxent's Got My Wings x Patuxent's Formal Attire
BREEDER: LETTY McNULTY
OWNER: ANN TRUFA

MACH Spice's Jet Around Thyme CD BN RE MXB MJS OAP OJP T2B CGCA (D)
BY Glenmary-Ste-Lin's Win Leo x Kendra's Hot Tamale CD BN RE AX MJX NA P NIF NF
BREEDER/OWNER: LINDA MILLS

MACH Wildcard Puzzle The Perfect Fit VCD2 UD RE MXS MJS XF (B)
BY CH MACH Majestic Joy Pay The Piper UD RAE MXS MJS x Majestic Joy Annie's Song
BREEDER: STACY NEWTON & RITA L Koy
OWNER: PAULA EYALIS

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 2
MACH2 Forevr Really The One MXS MJG (D)
BY CH Forevr The Real Macoy x Forevr Celestial Serenade
BREEDER: DANNY R FORD II & RUTH ANN FORD
OWNER: LINDA BOLOTTIN

MACH2 Georgia's Jumpin' Jack Flash MXS MJS OF T2B2 (D)
BY Denny's Cadeau Walk'N On Water x Butterfly World's Tricky Girl
BREEDER: JENNIFER FIORENTINO
OWNER: STEFAN MOODY

MACH2 Tiny T Le Petit Mademoiselle MXS MJS CGC (B)
BY CH Promenade Monsieur Pierre x Tiny Treasures Klassy Lady
BREEDER: SALLY A HOWARD & JERRY HOWARD
OWNER: LISA M BRAUN

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 3
MACH3 Braylor's Pedal To The Metal MXG MJG OF (B)
BY Braylor's Reign Of Terror x Braylor's Mischievous Minx
BREEDER: BRANDI RENEE BRAY
OWNER: SHERRY D SPECKELS

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 4
MACH4 My Terra - My Sue MXC MJG2 MXF TQX T2B2 (B)
BY Unknown x Unknown
BREEDER: Unknown
OWNER: DEBORAH SCHEEL

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 5
MACH5 New Horizon On The Cutting Edge MXC MJS2 (D)
BY CH New Horizon Dancin Machine x CH New Horizon Dance Crazy
BREEDER: ROBERT PILI & RENEE PILI
OWNER: DEBORAH HUNT & ALISSA HUNT & RENEE PILI

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 7
NAC CH MACH7 Starstruck Anticipation MXG2 MJG2 OF
T2B (B)
By PNAC CH MACH12 PACH StarStruck Chase The Moon RA
MXB4 MJB4 MXP8 MP8 PAX MXF TQX x NAC CH MACH7
StarStruck Sparkle Plenty RN MXC2 MB3 XF

Breeder/Owner: Andrea Samuels

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 8
MACH8 Nanken Beckin’ To Be A Diamond MXC2 MJG3
MXF T2B (B)
By CH Nanken Diamond Jim CD x Nanken Your Beck-N-Call
Breeder: Nana Ridgeway
Owner: Deborah Scheel

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 14
MACH14 Chinak La Ren On A Whim MXS4 MJG4 FTC1
MFC2 TQX T2B15 (B)
By CH La Ren Chase The Moon x La Ren Chinak Night Winds
Breeder: Lucretia Hedberg
Owner: Robin Cohen & Robin Kletke

PREFERRED AGILITY CHAMPION
MACH5 PACH Kendra's Stille Fly'N High CDX MXG2 MJG2
MXP3 MJPB PX XF (D)
By Kendra's Star Maker AX AXJ MXP2 MJP x Kendra's Blue Sky CD
Breeder: Susan Kendra
Owner: Rita Stille & Rick Contoni

PREFERRED AGILITY EXCELLENT
MACH5 PACH Kendra's Stille Fly'N High CDX MXG2 MJG2
MXP3 MJPB PX XF (D)
By Kendra's Star Maker AX AXJ MXP2 MJP x Kendra's Blue Sky CD
Breeder: Susan Kendra
Owner: Rita Stille & Rick Contoni

TIME 2 BEAT
Jessarae's Cruise Control MX MXB MXJ MJB OF T2B (D)
By CH Joco's Moonlight Cruise x Haremet's Imperial Blue MX
MXJ OAP AJP
Breeder: Jessica Isenbarger
Owner: Mina A Knox

Ma Chere AX MXJ XF T2B (B)
By Tuco Man x Ms Mandy-Lu
Breeder: Margaret Allen
Owner: Richard C Tyler & Janice Tyler

TIME 2 BEAT 3
Linjo Miss’N U Gummi AX MXJ MJG XF T2B3 (D)
By CH MACH PACH Anamar Lasting Impact CDX RAE MXG
MJB MP8 PAX2 x MACH Anamar Kiss Me Kate RA
MXB MJS
Breeder: Linda Repphun & Anna Topczewski & Colleen J Kodet
Owner: Linda Repphun

TIME 2 BEAT 6
MACH7 Forevr Ears Your Chance CD GN RAE MXC2 MJ3
NAP NJP MFX MB T2B6 (D)
By CH Forevr Ears Your Sign x Forevr Celestial Dragon
Breeder: Danny R Ford II & Ruth Ann Ford
Owner: Nancy Atkins

CANINE GOOD CITIZEN
Andali Annacott Sparkle Plenty CGC (B)
By GCH CH Andali's Secret Obsession x Annacott Harmony By Alines
Breeder: Andrea Meloon & Cheryl Maass & Moira A M Ure
Owner: Julie A Paige & Andrea Meloon

MACH11 Candella Can'T Stop The Music MXC3 MJG4 XF
T2B CGC (D)
By Classique Namaste Tri-Fecta x Candella Irish Blessing
Breeder: Carol Ochs
Owner: Karen Wlodarski & Carol Ochs

MACH2 Candella Saturday Night Fever MXG MJC NF CA
CGC (D)
By Ringlands Golden Image x CH Candella Zigzag Zoe NA NAJ
Breeder: Carol Ochs
Owner: Karen Wlodarski

Caprices Beautiful Dreamer CGC (B)
By Caprices You Know What It's All About x Hallmark’s Estee
Lauder At Caprice
Breeder: Irene Synnott & Robert W Synnott
Owner: Judy Smeltzer & Dale Smeltzer

GCH CH Denzel Look For The Silver Lining CGC (B)
By CH Denzel Crafted With Care x GCH CH Denzel Look At Me Now
Breeder: Tracy Burdick
Owner: Julia F. Smith

GCH CH Micfriends Trujoy Eye Candy CGC (D)
By GCH CH Micdic's Olympic Gold CD RN x Micfriends Hellon
Wheels
Breeder: Melinda Henderson & Michelle Navarre & Karen Baird
Owner: Danni Peterson & Michelle Navarre & Karen Baird

Startyme's Audi Murphy CGC (D)
By Jinka's El Diablo x Startyme's That's Just The Way It Is
Breeder: Jane Satterwhite
Owner: Sherry Goodyear

ADVANCED CANINE GOOD CITIZEN
CH Jamari’ Walkin’ On Sunshine CD GN RE AX AXJ MJP
CGCA (D)
By CH Mooreluv Aquila The Eagle x Jamari’s Diamond Solitaire
Breeder: Marilyn S Cameron & Jack Cameron
Owner: Shareen Boyers & Dealton Boyers

THERAPY DOG NOVICE
Medlee's Ruby Slippers RN THDN CGCA CGCU (B)
By CH Caprices Quiet As A Whisper x CH Medlee's Over The Rainbow
Breeder: Susan C Austin & Marie B Smith
Owner: Diana Squicciarini

My Lylapalooza CD BN PCD RN THDN CGC (B)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Jayne Frye

THERAPY DOG
Bijou-Jesse THD (D)
By Unknown x Unknown
Breeder: Unknown
Owner: Jeannine Jesse & William Jesse